Date: October 8, 2021
Subject: The Coming Financial Disaster coming to the USA
The basic facts:
1 THE USA IS OVER ITS HEAD IN DEBT AND THANKS TO TEAM BIDEN THERE
ARE ADDITIONAL ISSUES:
1.1
When the USA pulled out of Afghanistan, it also pulled out all the air defense
systems from most of the middle eastern “allies”. This caused immediate reaction by the
middle eastern countries and here are the results:
1.1.1
Oil buying and selling was done before using petro dollars and in return the USA
provided some defense support for the countries. No longer will oil sales be in petro
dollars sales will be in Russian rubles and gold bars which are certified and insured.
1.1.2
The OPEC members will be returning their petro dollars and petro T-Bills to be
exchanged for Russian rubles or gold bars. (the estimated amount is 90Trillion in
currency of various denominations and in bank accounts, as well as about 90 Trillion in
T-bills) the skill with which this is handled will determine if there is another cause for a
“default on the US dollar” ( this is the politically correct language in Washington DC for
a Force Majuere event)
2 Many Chinese companies who are listed on the stock exchange are collapsing inside China and
that will have potentially huge market implications.
3 To help you understand what it truly means to “default on the US Dollar” here are the ugly
details:
3.1
All the cash money in your hands would instantly have zero value and no future
recourse to get even pennies on the dollar.
3.2

All money in your bank accounts would have zero value and the banks would
be closed instantly.

3.3

All credit and debit card transactions would instantly halt.

3.4

All stocks and bonds would have zero value.

3.5

The listed value of any and all properties would be zero, and the only worth
they would have is if you can live in the house or building or use the land to farm on.

3.6

All stores would cease to operate because there would not be a way to exchange
“value” (money) for goods and services.

3.7
3.8

Gas Stations, Hospitals and so on would have no way to proceed.
Utilities like water and energy (natural gas and electricity) and the
communications networks would shut down. Without having money as a way to

exchange value your life will instantly revert to life in the 1800’s (pre electricity, Pre
Telephone, Pre internet as well as pure barter).
3.9

It also means no medicines, no hospitals, no doctors etc.

4 The critical calendar of events:
4.1
Yes it is true that the Senate finally agreed to a dollar amount and the wording
that passed a vote in the Senate.
4.1.1
Now the House must vote and pass the bill with no changes or the vote in the
senate was worthless.
4.1.2
After the House votes on the bill and passes it then joe biden must sign it
without any changes or the votes and negotiations in congress are worthless.
4.1.3
All of these actions must be completed and signed off by October 18, 2021 or
the default condition occurs because Congress and the Administration failed the
people completely.
4.1.4
If it is signed off on or before October 18, then the Government has a path
to keep the government open until December 3, 2021 by which time the complete
debt ceiling bill and the annual budget must be passed as well. Additionally the
USA needs to find buyers for the new issues of T-Bills.
4.1.5
If the temporary debt ceiling bill is not finished and signed off by October
18, 2021 then “default” (Force Majuere) happens.
4.2

However there are some additional things happening:
4.2.1
Unless the USA is to negotiate a much smoother path, here is the next set of
High Finance to be resolved.
4.2.2
Saudi Arabia is demanding that on November 11, 2021 the following events
will occur
4.2.2.1 Russia will begin delivery of the s400 air defense systems to opec
members to replace the air defense systems that the USA pulled out of the
middle east at the same time the USA pulled out of Afghanistan.
4.2.2.2 All oil transactions may be paid for in Russian rubles or certified and
insured gold bars US petro dollars will no longer be accepted.
4.2.2.3 Saudi Arabia and the opec nations demand the following on the day as
well:
4.2.2.3.1 Conversion of 90 Trillion currency based petro dollars into cyrrency
based rubles or into certified and insured gold bars.
4.2.2.3.2 Conversion of 90 Trillion petro T-bills into Russian rubles or certified
and insured gold bars.
4.2.3
If the USA is unable to meet the demands or negotiate some type of “timed
exchange” then a hard Force Majuere event will occur.

5 What happens to Gold and silver and platinum prices ?
5.1

The first and most important thing would be a new baseline currency will be used
used to determine the value of precious metals.

5.2

And how much of any precious metal is needed to pay for food and water is
dependent upon the seller not some normal values for things like you see in stores now.

6 I can hear all of you asking how will we be able to buy and sell things and get food and services
in stores etc. ?
7 The answer is that a new restricted currency will have to be decided and issued as follows:
7.1
Because all the US dollars are worthless each person will need a starting amount and
a money card (universal id, and medical data, ration amounts, travel limits, and money
value)
7.2

The new currency will have a name (not yet decided) and will only be available in
the new universal id/life card

7.3

The next big issue is this: Since the world trusted the US Dollar and the stability of
the dollar, do not expect other countries to believe in the worth and value of a replacement
for the US dollar.

